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Thermally induced fluctuations impose a fundamental limit on precision measurement. In optical interferometry, the
current bounds of stability and sensitivity are dictated by the excess mechanical damping of the high-reflectivity coatings
that comprise the cavity end mirrors. Over the last decade, the dissipation of these amorphous multilayer reflectors has at
best been reduced by a factor of two. Here, we demonstrate a new paradigm in optical coating technology based on direct-
bonded monocrystalline multilayers, which exhibit both intrinsically low mechanical loss and high optical quality.
Employing these ‘crystalline coatings’ as end mirrors in a Fabry–Pérot cavity, we obtain a finesse of 150,000. More
importantly, at room temperature, we observe a thermally limited noise floor consistent with a tenfold reduction in
mechanical damping when compared with the best dielectric multilayers. These results pave the way for the next
generation of ultra-sensitive interferometers, as well as for new levels of laser stability.

T
oday’s most advanced technologies for measuring time
and space1, particularly optical atomic clocks2,3 and inter-
ferometric gravitational wave detectors4, are now encountering

an ultimate barrier set by fundamental thermal processes. These
systems rely on optical interferometry, where thermally driven
fluctuations result in modifications of the optical path length and
hence unavoidable ‘thermal noise’5. The need to minimize
these effects has led to major advances in the design of optical
cavities, which have continually redefined the state of the art in
optical precision sensing6–12. The most significant remaining
impediment for achieving enhanced performance is the
Brownian motion of the cavity’s high-reflectivity multilayer
coatings10,13,14. According to the fluctuation–dissipation
theorem15,16, this motion is directly linked to mechanical damping
in the constituent materials of the coating. Thus, the long-standing
challenge has been to identify materials simultaneously capable of
high reflectivity and low mechanical dissipation. However,
the mechanical damping of existing dielectric multilayer mirrors
has remained unacceptably large, with a maximum reduction in
the overall loss of 50% in recent years17. Building on advancements
in semiconductor lasers18, quantum optomechanics19 and micro-
fabrication20, in this Article we demonstrate low-loss mirrors
based on substrate-transferred epitaxial multilayers, which exhibit
both unprecedentedly low mechanical loss and high optical
quality, enabling an order of magnitude reduction in coating
Brownian noise.

Optical precision measurement relies on the accurate sensing of
changes in phase of a probe laser beam, which in turn requires ultra-
stable optical interferometers. The best performance to date is
achieved with mirrors implementing high-reflectivity multilayer
coatings on transparent substrates, both of which exhibit subnano-
metre surface roughness. Dielectric SiO2/Ta2O5 multilayers depos-
ited by ion beam sputtering (IBS) have represented the state of
the art in high-reflectivity optical coatings since the 1980s, with
optical absorption at the parts-per-million (ppm) level21. This has
led to enormous progress in a broad range of applications including
subattometre displacement sensitivities for gravitational wave

observatories4 and frequency stabilities at the 1 × 10216 level for
metrology applications9–11.

In spite of their superior optical properties, the amorphous thin
films at the heart of these coatings exhibit excess mechanical
damping22,23 driven by the internal losses in the high-index
tantala (Ta2O5) layers24. This results in significant displacement
fluctuations of the mirror surface arising from thermally driven
mechanical modes, typically referred to as ‘coating thermal
noise’25. In general, the magnitude of such Brownian motion can
be quantified via the frequency-dependent noise power spectral
density (NPSD), Gx( f ), and depends strongly on mechanical
damping in the material system. Specifically, Gx( f )/ kBT . f . 1/f
(where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature and f is
Fourier frequency in the low-frequency limit far from any mechan-
ical resonances of the system), where the mechanical loss angle f,
given by the imaginary component of a complex Young’s
modulus E( f )¼ E0[1þ if( f )], characterizes the energy dissipation
rate. The overall Brownian noise floor is determined by the loss
angle contributions of all cavity components, namely the substrate
fsub, spacer fspacer and coating fc (ref. 13). This is the essence of
the fluctuation–dissipation theorem in its application to optical
interferometry. An independent source of significant coating-
related noise arises from thermal fluctuations in the multilayer
and substrate driven by the finite thermal expansion coefficient26,
as well as through the temperature dependence of the index of
refraction of the constituent films27, referred to as thermo-elastic
and thermo-refractive noise, respectively. In stark contrast to
Brownian noise, these ‘thermo-optic’ noise sources add coherently
and can in principle be eliminated by careful design of the layer
structure of the mirror28,29.

The most significant improvements in optical cavity perform-
ance have resulted from direct attempts to minimize the thermal
noise, chiefly by choosing substrates with minimal damping, as
well as by reducing the environmental temperature. Currently,
the best room-temperature reference cavity performance11 is
achieved by combining an ultralow-expansion (ULE) glass
spacer (fULE¼ 1.7 × 1025) (ref. 13) with fused silica substrates
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(fsilica¼ 1 × 1026) (refs 13, 26) (note that lower losses have been
observed in high-quality silica samples30, but typical mirror blanks
are abrasively polished with an unfinished barrel and will thus likely
yield the quoted loss angle value). Such a structure is limited primarily
by the dielectric multilayer, with fdielectric ≈ 4 × 1024 (ref. 13).
In cryogenic systems, for example, the recently demonstrated
single-crystal silicon cavity (spacer and substrates, fSi¼ 1 × 1028

at 124 K), the coating Brownian noise becomes the sole limiting
factor in the laser frequency stability10. In an entirely different
operating regime, gravitational wave detectors are limited in their
most sensitive measurement band by the coating thermal noise
introduced by the lossy dielectric multilayers25. It is fascinating to
realize that the performance of a 4-km-long interferometer is
limited by a �5-mm-thick surface coating.

Progress in minimizing the excessively large coating loss angle,
unfortunately, has been modest. The best reported value to date
for IBS-deposited dielectric multilayers is 2 × 1024 through the
incorporation of a small fraction of TiO2 into the high-index
tantala layers17. Even with this improvement, the large loss angle
will still remain the dominant noise source for reference cavities
and gravitational wave detectors. For this reason, interferometer
designs have used workarounds that minimize the overall sensitivity
to thermal noise. This can be achieved in several ways: by lengthen-
ing the cavity11,31, as fractional fluctuations in the centre frequency
scale inversely with the total optical path length; by increasing the
size of the optical mode31,32, as sampling a larger area of the

mirror surface effectively averages out small-scale fluctuations; or
by exploiting the coherent character of the underlying displace-
ments and strains for potential cancellation33. Unfortunately,
these workarounds either significantly complicate the system
design or lead to excessively large cavities with increased vibration
sensitivity. In a similar vein, various proposals have been put
forward to significantly alter or even eliminate the coating entirely;
these include resonant waveguide grating reflectors34, photonic-
crystal reflectors35, ring cavities and whispering-gallery-mode
(WGM) resonators36. These approaches, however, have not yet
demonstrated both a sufficiently high mechanical quality and
sufficiently narrow cavity linewidth. Ultimately, the next generation
of advanced interferometric systems will only be possible through
solutions that address the mechanical properties of the coating itself.

Recent work in quantum optomechanics has provided a comple-
tely different route to a solution. This field of research exploits opto-
mechanical interactions within optical cavities to control and study
the quantum regime of nano- to macroscale mechanical oscil-
lators19. Similar to the requirements discussed here, reaching the
quantum regime of mechanical motion necessitates the implemen-
tation of structures with both high optical and mechanical quality.
In this context, monocrystalline AlxGa1–xAs heterostructures
(AlGaAs) have been identified as a promising option for multilayer
mirrors, in particular, because this materials system is capable of sig-
nificantly reduced loss angles37,38. AlGaAs-based epitaxial distribu-
ted Bragg reflectors (DBRs) have been applied for the fabrication of
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Figure 1 | Design of the room-temperature 1,064 nm AlGaAs Bragg mirror. a, Cross-sectional schematic of the crystalline multilayer. Inset: the zincblende

unit cell (space group T2
d − F�43m). The mirror consists of a total of 81 layers (thickness, 6.83 mm) of alternating quarter-wave GaAs (high index, 3.480) and

Al0.92Ga0.08As (low index, 2.977) grown on a (100)-oriented GaAs substrate via MBE. The base of the mirror incorporates a 270-nm-thick Al0.92Ga0.08As

etch stop layer for protection during the substrate removal process. b, Scanning electron micrograph of a cleaved facet of the epitaxial structure,

demonstrating smooth and abrupt interfaces. The etch stop can be seen as the dark band above the legend. c, Fitted reflectance spectrum (red points,

spectrophotometer measurements; blue line, transmission matrix theory) of the AlGaAs multilayer after transfer to a glass carrier. An excellent fit is

achieved, with the absolute reflectance value limited by the wavelength resolution (1 nm) of the instrument.
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vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) since the late
1980s39, but the mechanical damping has not been studied in
detail until recently. Ring-down measurements on free-standing
mechanical resonators microfabricated directly from epitaxial
AlGaAs multilayers have yielded exceptional quality factors Q of
up to 40,000 at room temperature38. For an isolated resonance, Q
can be converted to loss angle via fAlGaAs¼Q21 ≈ 2.5 × 1025. In
comparison, measured Q values for free-standing SiO2/Ta2O5 fall
in the range of a few thousand40, yielding values consistent with
the coating loss angles observed in studies of such mirrors for
optical reference cavities and gravitational wave detectors22–24.
Taking into account the competitive optical performance of
AlGaAs-based DBRs, with reflectivity values routinely surpassing
0.9998 (refs 37, 38), these epitaxial multilayers represent a promis-
ing alternative for the development of mirror structures with ultra-
low thermal noise.

Although excellent optomechanical properties have been
demonstrated in suspended micrometre-scale resonators, it is not
immediately clear as to how these epitaxial multilayers can be
deployed as high-performance macroscopic mirrors. In particular,
lattice matching constraints preclude the deposition of monocrystal-
line films onto amorphous substrates due to the lack of a crystalline
template for seeded growth. An additional difficulty arises as stable
optical cavities require curved mirrors, the realization of which is
incompatible with the current capabilities of high-quality epitaxial

film growth. Such limitations are not found with sputtered dielectric
mirrors, which can be deposited on essentially any relevant, and
even structured, substrate.

Nonetheless, by exploiting advanced semiconductor microfabri-
cation processes, we have realized a successful implementation of
this low-loss materials system in a standard optical reference
cavity configuration. To generate the crystalline coatings, we use a
direct-bonding process that builds upon foundational work such
as semiconductor ‘wafer fusion’41, which has enabled the production
of various engineered substrates42 (for example, bonded silicon-on-
insulator), as well as early demonstrations of epitaxial layer trans-
fer43,44 and more recent stamp-mediated methods20 aimed at the
development of novel micro- and optoelectronic systems. At its
most basic level, these processes are analogous to optical contacting,
a widely used bonding approach that is routinely applied in the con-
struction of optical subassemblies.

Results
Fabrication and optical characterization. Our fabrication process
begins with the growth of a high-quality epitaxial Bragg mirror on
a GaAs substrate (Fig. 1). The multilayer used in this experiment
(Fig. 1a) is a standard quarter-wave design, with alternating high-
and low-index layers generated by modulating the Al content of
the constituent films. Using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), we
deposited high-quality epilayers (Fig. 1b) exhibiting a low-
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Figure 2 | Construction of an optical reference cavity using substrate-transferred crystalline coatings. a, Exploded view of a bonded mirror assembly,

showing the AlGaAs mirror disc and fused-silica substrate with a polish-imparted 1 m ROC. b, Photograph of the front face of a completed curved mirror

assembly incorporating a bonded 8-mm-diameter epitaxial DBR on a 25-mm-diameter fused-silica substrate with a 1 m ROC. This sample shows a clean and

defect-free bond interface with an absence of Newton’s rings between the AlGaAs and fused silica. c, Solid model of a cavity constructed from two bonded

mirror assemblies (one planar and one with a 1 m ROC) optically contacted to a 35-mm-long Zerodur spacer. d, Swept laser frequency ringdown of the

optical cavity field in reflection, yielding a finesse of 1.5(1) × 105 at 1,064 nm (green points, measurements; blue line, theoretical fit) and demonstrating the

excellent optical properties of the bonded crystalline coating.
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transmission stopband roughly centred at 1,064 nm (Fig. 1c). As
described in the Methods, the substrate-transfer process entails
removing the epitaxial layers from the native GaAs growth wafer,
followed by direct bonding to the final host substrate (Fig. 2a).
Using this technique, we realized high-quality compound-
semiconductor-based multilayers transferred to planar and curved
super-polished fused silica substrates. A photograph of a
completed mirror assembly with a 1 m radius of curvature (ROC)
is presented in Fig. 2b. Two of these mirrors, with crystalline
coatings as the reflective elements, were optically contacted to a
rigid 35-mm-long Zerodur spacer (readily available from a
previous experiment45) so as to construct a Fabry–Pérot reference
cavity (Fig. 2c). Measurement of the optical field ringdown of this
resonator yielded a cavity finesse of 1.5(1) × 105 (Fig. 2d). This
result is in excellent agreement with the theoretical estimate of
1.53 × 105 based on independent measurements of the
transmission (4 ppm), scatter (4 ppm) and absorption (12.5 ppm)
loss and is, to our knowledge, the highest finesse value ever
reported for a cavity with dual single-crystal semiconductor
mirrors. The exemplary optical properties observed here are
attributed to the smooth interfaces and low background doping
possible with an optimized MBE process. Measurement of the
mode structure of the cavity revealed relatively strong
birefringence, with two distinct polarization eigenmodes separated
by 4.0(4) MHz, much larger than the cavity linewidth of 29 kHz.

This value roughly matches a calculated maximum birefringence
of 5.3 MHz (Supplementary Section S2), with the most likely
origin being intrinsic strain in the epitaxial films due to
differential thermal expansion of the high- and low-index layers.

Investigation of cavity stability and coating thermal noise. With
the optical properties verified, the ultimate test was to probe the
mechanical damping of our substrate-transferred crystalline
coatings. It is a reasonable concern that the high mechanical Q
values measured for suspended structures might be degraded by
excess loss at the bonded interface. We therefore performed
direct measurement of the thermal noise by the construction of a
cavity-stabilized laser at 1,064 nm. The set-up consisted of a
solid-state Nd:YAG laser precisely frequency stabilized to our
crystalline-coating cavity. The short cavity length (35 mm) was
chosen to make Brownian noise a dominant contribution to the
overall cavity instability. To minimize noise from mechanical
vibrations, the cavity was held vertically at its midplane by a ring
resting on three Teflon rods7,45 in a temperature-controlled
vacuum chamber (Figs 2 and 3).

Evaluation of the cavity noise properties was realized by compar-
ing the cavity-stabilized laser with a state-of-the-art narrow-line-
width 698 nm Sr lattice clock laser11, which exhibits a record
stability of 1 × 10216 from 1 to 1,000 s (Fig. 3). Given the disparate
operating wavelengths of the sources, we used an Yb fibre comb to
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Figure 3 | Details of the thermal noise measurement system. A narrow-linewidth 698 nm laser, stabilized to a separate state-of-the-art optical cavity with a

frequency stability of 1 × 10216 from 1 to 1,000 s (ref. 11) is used as an optical reference and compared with a Nd:YAG laser at 1,064 nm stabilized to the

crystalline-coating cavity. Given the large frequency difference between the lasers, a self-referenced Yb-doped fibre femtosecond frequency comb is used to

transfer the stability of the 698 nm reference to 1,064 nm to facilitate a direct optical heterodyne beat comparison between the two laser/cavity systems.

The residual amplitude modulation of the electro-optic modulator (EOM) used for the generation of the Pound–Drever–Hall error signal is actively stabilized

to 3.5× 10216 at 1 s. The beat signal ( fb1064) is analysed with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyser and a frequency counter, yielding the noise

properties of the cavity and crystalline coatings.
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transfer the frequency stability between the reference at 698 nm and
the system under test at 1,064 nm (refs 46, 47). The Yb comb output,
centred at 1,050 nm with a 50 nm wavelength span, was amplified
and spectrally broadened by a highly nonlinear fibre, resulting in
a nearly flat and octave-spanning supercontinuum from �700 nm
to 1,400 nm. With the Yb comb phase-locked to the clock laser,
the coherence of the optical reference was distributed through
the entire comb spectrum. Finally, a heterodyne beat between an
individual comb line and the stabilized laser at 1,064 nm, fb1064,
was detected and analysed, yielding the noise performance of the
crystalline-coating cavity.

Figure 4a shows the fractional frequency stability sy (Allan devi-
ation) of fb1064 measured with a frequency counter. After accounting
for linear drifts in the centre frequency of the cavity-stabilized laser,
the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth of fb1064 was
found to be 0.7 Hz (Fig. 4a, inset). With the second-order drift
removed, the typical Allan deviation was sy¼ 1.05(1) × 10215 at
1 s. Figure 4b (grey curve) presents the measured NPSD of the
crystalline-coating-cavity stabilized laser. The detailed thermal
noise calculation for this cavity is provided in the Methods
and Supplementary Section S3. The Allan deviation and NPSD
measurements are fully consistent with each other and with
the predicted thermal noise floor. The calculated NPSD in the
range of 1 Hz to 100 Hz is shown as the violet line in Fig. 4b,
which includes the Brownian noise contributions from the spacer,
substrate and coating (together shown as the dotted line in
Fig. 4b), as well as the substrate thermo-elastic noise and the
coating thermo-optic noise. Each of these contributions is detailed
in Supplementary Table S2.

Using the known damping values for the cavity materials, we
extracted a loss angle of 0(4) × 1025 for the substrate-transferred
crystalline coatings. Because of the low loss of these coatings, the
overall noise of the test cavity is dominated by contributions of
the Zerodur spacer and silica substrates. Consequently, the uncer-
tainty of the extracted result sets an upper bound for the coating
loss angle, which is in general agreement with the measured
room-temperature loss angle of 2.5 × 1025 for low-frequency
AlGaAs-based micromechanical resonators38. (An identical calculation
assuming a fused-silica Q of 1 × 107 yields fAlGaAs¼ 4(4) × 1025,
which is still in agreement with the free-standing resonator
loss angle.) It is assumed that the loss angle of the coating
is independent of frequency over the range investigated here.
Further evidence to strengthen this assumption is provided by
measurements on microfabricated AlGaAs resonators, which
display a near-constant maximum Q value over more than four
decades in frequency (from ,200 Hz up to �4 MHz)38. These
results confirm that the low mechanical loss of the crystalline
multilayer is maintained after the bonding process, enabling the
implementation of such high-performance coatings in next-
generation ultralow-thermal-noise optical interferometers. To
summarize and stress the key result of the present work, Fig. 4c
highlights the thermal-noise contribution of the crystalline coating
itself, comprising the Brownian and thermo-optic noise of the
AlGaAs multilayer. Compared with the noise of a typical
amorphous SiO2/Ta2O5 coating, we observe at least a factor of 10
reduction in the coating noise at 1 Hz. Owing to the additional
noise contribution from thermo-optic effects, the crystalline
coating is not limited solely by Brownian noise over the
frequency range investigated here. However, the excess thermo-
optic noise found with our current multilayer design can be
reduced significantly by the addition of a half-wavelength cap
(Supplementary Fig. S3).

Summary and future outlook
With the introduction of high-reflectivity end mirrors based on
bonded epitaxial AlGaAs DBRs, we have demonstrated
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Figure 4 | Characterization of the crystalline-coating-stabilized 1,064 nm

laser noise performance. a, Allan deviation: the measured fb1064 (red points)

yields a sy of 1.05(1) × 10215 at 1 s, consistent with the theoretical estimate

of 1.1× 10215. Error bars denote the standard deviation for six independent

measurements. Inset: measured linewidth for 10 s averaging time. The

Lorentzian fit (grey line) yields a linewidth of 0.7 Hz (0.5 Hz resolution

bandwidth). b, The stabilized laser frequency NPSD yields thermal-noise-

limited performance (grey curve). Violet line: total thermal noise of the cavity

based on a summation of the Brownian (coating, substrate and spacer),

thermo-optic (coating) and thermo-elastic (substrate) noise contributions,

assuming fspacer¼ 3 × 1024, fsub¼ 1 × 1026, fAlGaAs¼ 2.5× 1025. Dashed-

turquoise: cavity Brownian noise from the coating, substrate and spacer.

c, The thermal noise for a conventional dielectric multilayer (20 periods of

alternating SiO2/Ta2O5 with a half-wavelength SiO2 cap, fdielectric¼ 4×
1024) is shown together with our crystalline coatings. Orange line: thermal

noise of the dielectric multilayer. Blue line: thermal noise of the crystalline

coating, including both the Brownian (green) and thermo-optic (cyan) noise.
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unprecedentedly low Brownian noise in high-reflectivity multilayer
optical coatings. The observed tenfold reduction in coating loss
angle compared with state-of-the-art IBS-deposited multilayers rep-
resents a long-awaited breakthrough for the precision measurement
community. Combining our crystalline coatings with optimized
cavity designs will result in an immediate enhancement of the
achievable frequency stability of ultranarrow-linewidth lasers,
opening up the 10217 stability regime at room temperature.
Furthermore, the demonstrated reduction in thermal noise provides
a path towards ultrastable, compact and portable laser systems and
optical atomic clocks.

We anticipate immediate improvements in the optomechanical
performance of these structures. As opposed to dielectric multi-
layers where the Q saturates or even decreases at low temperatures48,
measurements of free-standing epitaxial multilayers in a cryogenic
environment reveal loss angles nearly another order of magnitude
lower, down to 4.5 × 1026 (Q of 2.2 × 105) at 10 K (ref. 38), prom-
ising substantial improvements in the thermal noise performance of
next-generation cryogenic cavities. Additionally, with our microfab-
rication-based substrate transfer process, we foresee no fundamental
barriers to realizing mirror sizes relevant for interferometric gravita-
tional wave detectors. Finally, via bandgap engineering or simple
thickness variation, as discussed in Supplementary Section S1,
high-reflectivity AlGaAs DBRs can cover the wavelength range
from 650 nm (ref. 49), where band-edge absorption becomes pro-
blematic, to �3 mm (ref. 50), with the long-wavelength limit
being free-carrier absorption.

Methods
Mirror fabrication. Our novel substrate-transfer coating procedure entails
separating the epitaxial multilayer from the original growth wafer and directly
bonding it—using no adhesives or intermediate films—to the desired mirror blank.
Thus, the bonded mirror assembly initially begins as two separate components, a
GaAs wafer capped with an epitaxial DBR and a super-polished fused-silica
substrate with a standard backside antireflection coating. The DBR was grown using
MBE on a 150-mm-diameter semi-insulating GaAs wafer and comprised alternating
quarter-wave GaAs for the high-index layers and Al0.92Ga0.08As for the low-index
films. Generation of the AlGaAs mirror disc relied on standard microfabrication
steps, including optical lithography to define the lateral geometry of the disc,
followed by chemical etching to extrude the disc shape through the epitaxial
multilayer. Chemo-mechanical substrate removal using lapping, followed by
selective wet chemical etching, was used to strip the GaAs growth template. Next, the
thick AlGaAs etch stop layer (Fig. 1a,b) was removed and the mirror surface was
cleaned of any potential debris. Finally, the crystalline mirror disc and silica
substrate were pressed into contact, resulting in a spontaneous van der Waals bond.
To strengthen the interface and minimize potential frictional losses, a post-bond
anneal completed the fabrication procedure.

Thermal noise theory. The single-sideband power spectral density of the thermal
noise displacement (Gtotal), consisting of Brownian motion of the spacer (Gspacer),
substrate (Gsub) and coating (Gc), as well as substrate thermo-elastic noise (GTE) and
coating thermo-optic noise (GTO), is given by

Gtotal(f ) = Gspacer(f ) + Gsub(f ) + Gc(f ) + GTE(f ) + GTO(f )

= 2kBT
p2f

L
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All symbols and their relevant values are defined in Supplementary Table S1.
The reader is directed to the original references presented in Supplementary
Section S3 for details on the underlying assumptions used in the derivation of
these expressions.

The corresponding frequency noise power spectra density Gv is

Gn( f ) = Gx( f ) × n2

L2
(2)

Here, Gx is the thermal displacement noise corresponding to each contribution
shown in equation (1), v is optical frequency, and L is the cavity length. Equations (1)
and (2) were used to calculate the thermal-noise-limited NPSD, shown as the solid
violet line in Fig. 4b.

The corresponding thermal noise-limited fractional frequency stability sy can be
determined from

s2
y(t) =

∫1

0

Gn( f )
n2

× 32
(sin(pf t/2))4 × sin(pf t)

∣∣ ∣∣2

(pf t)4 df (3)

The values of Gx at 1 Hz and sy at 1 s are summarized in Supplementary Table S2.
For our current cavity configuration, Brownian noise represents the dominant
contribution to the predicted total thermal noise, which gives rise to a theoretical sy
of 1.1 × 10215 at 1 s (compared with a measured value of 1.05(1) × 10215). The
contribution of the coating Brownian noise is large enough (11%, as shown in
Supplementary Table S2) to be isolated from competing noise sources, allowing us to
determine the coating loss angle.
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